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JUD G H BUT

i 
SCHREIBER J,A. :- The general situation at the ti^

of tl^ accident appears from the judgment of MALAN J.A* íhe
I 

learned trial judge held that van Sreunen was negligent cnql 

that the plaintiff was not.

The first issue, whetjaer the v$n
: i

Grounen was negligent, must be decided independently of th0 

second. It is true that the question v/hether driver A Is Neg

ligent may sometimes be dependent on whether driver B res 
i

llgent. That may he the position where A’s conduct is a f fleeted

i
by what he secs 3 doing. But the present Is not such a cajse*

Van Greunen^s conduct must be tested to see whether it wasl

negligent without regard to what the plaintiff did, Indeed 

van GreunenTs conduct would be negligent or not negligent in 

re la t ion/*. •...
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relation to a possible motorcyclist driving behind the Say bins,

i
whether or not there was In fact such a vehicle there at the

time. A person who in traffic makes a rove that unreasonably

increases danger to other traffic cannot avoid a charge of h®fí” 

ligence merely because other road users could, if careful, ijiave

prevented the increased danger from materialising in an accident< 
।

Responsibility for any particular accident is, of course, a dif

ferent matter» ;

In the present case there was a I

single stream of south goinij traffic* The thirty fcot wide

available roadway was reduced substantially by the presence of 

parked cars against the eastern kerb* the available roadway 

nearly one half was taken up by the wide buses and the specie 

that must necessarily be left between vehicles at their sldjes*

Van Greunen’s plan was to move out

of the stream of traffic and go through the gap in the cycle

track to complete a u-turn* He was entitled to do that but in 

so doing he would have to cross the line cf traffic of aný 

south moving vehicles that were not keeping to the single .Line 

of traffic. The whole of the eastern half of the double rtsd- 

way was available to south going traffic* Whether St any p£r

'í
ticular time there was traffic moving west of the single line

followed by the two buses would be material to the puestiop

whether/
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whether it was proper

as la always the case

to turn to to? right at suck p time, but 
I I

wbsi-0 there is a stream of traffic, this

sItuatIon
it M frc-m time to time and drivers must 41a ke 

would change ircm

this 
allowance for She fact.

The rule of behaviour ^cr Perso#s

crossing a line of traffic is stated as follows 9n oit-^uotec

passage in the judgment of WESSELS J.A. In :—cuuih

Company (1932 A.D. 197 at page 205), 

^When a person does ^lsh to cross tne line of traffic a d to 

turn out into a side street he is entitled oc uc so> but 
must give ample warning of his intention both to /ehxcle.s be 

hind him and to those approaching in t^e opposite direction, 
and he must do so at an opportune moment and in 0 reasonstjie 

manner. w '
I see no reason to doubt that

had there been no Bay bus behind the Tramway bus va^ GreunpnTs 

way of making his turn wculd have been unexceptionable * B|e

would not then have been unreasonably increased4the danger for

other traffic. But the presence of the Bay bus put a complete- 
Í 

1

ly different complexion on the turning problem. Van Greunon

could not see behind the Bay bus erd t’-e drivers of vehicles 

behind the Bay bus could rot sec van Greunen1s bus» Thos0 

were the crucial considerations.

A visual warning give?, tc some- 

an
one who is unable to see it because of/intervebing traff

obstruction/.....
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obstruction Is no warning st all. And a look-out which cannot 

reveal vehicles in a substantial part of the road, where vehic

les may well be, of no practical use so far as such vehicles 

are concerned. In relation to vehicles behind the Bay bus, as 

the plaintiff1s motorcycle was, It could make no difference 

whether van Greunen used his mirrors and his warning signal or 

not. The position would have been precisely the same if he had 

used neither. He would not have been relevantly more negligent 

than, in my view, he In fact wag. 

Having regard to tbe presence of th?

Bay bug the problem of van Ireunen was not a matter of warning 

or of look-out but of making the turn "at an oipcrtune moment 

"and in a reasonable manner, M It really was an obvious pro

cedure that he had to follow and up to a print he followed it* 

But he did not carry It through sc as to make the manoeuvre 

reasonably safe for .vehicles berinu the ay bus. He rightly 

drew dut slowly so as to run h5s bus parallel to trie sides of 

the road and near to the cycle track* He drove bis bus ^or 

quite a distance - some 4b yards - 3n that way. But the 

distance could not help to make Ms turn safer unless he 'al

lowed the Bay bus to pass ahead before he made bls turn. Put

ting It another way, ha should hove pulled oUt s> fflciently 

far from his point of turning to enable him tc ^ke his turn 

s^ter/.....



after the blind area behind the 3ay bUa hnd diaappeared though 

the forward movement of the latter,. Eed he done so he void 

not have Increased the danger of the plaintiff.

Instead of timing his turn properly 

ha turned et a stage wren tae Bay bus was still behind the Tram

way bus - not directly behind, but further north on the past

ern line of traffic. The effect is best described in the evi

dence of \ke, the conductor of the Bay bus, who was called for 

tho appellant company. After he had described the roaring nulse 

of the motorcycle engine, his evidence in chief proceeds 

"Whet did you see? - I saw a motorbike pass v*lth two passen

gers. I saw the motorbike overtake our bus. Then I notice^ 

that he jerked back because he got a shock when he saw this 

bus In ^ront of him suddenly.... ........ .When he Jerked like 

this what happened ? - I noticed be was trying to swerve. 

Which way ? To the right. To escape the bus in front of 

you ? Yes* What hardened then ? - He could not swerVe 

and escape it because in front there were cars blocking the way 

end the bus also was blocking the way* What did be do ? - 

He bumped age Inst the bus* ”................................. I

The reference, to "cere blocking «ï' is obscure and res not 

cleared up» it may refer to tine witness^' impression of eppfcaci

-Ing cars coming from south to nerth which might have prevent^- 

ed a fuller swerve into the westen roadway. m cross-examjna- 

tlon likens evidence reads

"And/...
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"An^ gs you looked thr-ugh the window you saw the cyclist pts- 

sing the bus end then ycu saw In front of the eyolist there 

was the bus blockin'; the read? - Quite right, As vou sew 

that didn’t you think there must bn an accident ? - Quit© 

right* You immediately realised there must be an accident ? 

_ .............Would you say +>© cyclist got a shock because

there was a bus standing there blocking his way, 1c that niot 

what you to J d us ? - Yes, At the time when he got the 

shock was it standing or then making the turn ? - It wag just 

entering the lsne< It was moving just entering the gap. ?

Yes. ”

Von der R1KT J, then eslsed the wit

ness whether the plaintiff could n^t have passed oeulnci the 

Tramway bus but Yke said it would have been very dangerous as 

there was no room to pass between the front of th© Bay bus 

and the back of the Tramway bus*

It is clear from this evidence tl r t

when van freunen made his turn the Say bus was still behind 

him ©nd as the Tramway bus turned it completely blocked the 

way of any vehicle coming f^om behind the Boy lus 83 the plain

tiff *s motorcycle did. That t** turn must have carried the 

rear part of the Tramway bus further to tb© east by reason of 

the overlap behind th© rear wheels is clear» In this respect 

it made a more complete block than/ would have been the pc^.tx^r 

if the Tramway bus had remained parallel tu the cldcs of th© 

ruad until the Bay bus had passed* But a further and mere xin- 

pertont factor was that through the turning movement to tne



west the already slew roving bug drastics^ reduct

Its north to south movement# raPidly reducing th* manoeuv

ring room of t’ s plaintiff* The ^-ect ras similar tc that of 

a fairly sudden stop* instead finding, as ho might expect 

on coming from behind the Bey bU3* 8 Vehicle w«iib in the 

same direction as himself with enough scuthwerd speed to re

duce his own overhauling rate relatxv^iy to such vehicle# Sno 

leavlnr sore suae? on either sl^a to ai3ow of avcid/ng action# 

be was confronted by what was ^cr all practical purposes a 

wholly blocked ^oad section# th* obstructing bus having ■■sub

stantially ceased to move southward# i.Q< t\e direction In 

which t^e plaint!V ms roving.

It follows from these consideration., 

that in my van irsunen made his turn at an inopportune 

moment and in uv- unreasonable n^nner and this ccosiltuted neg

ligence on his part which contributed largely to the causing 

cf the collision.

TMs view mekes It unnocussarj for 

me express a occldeu view upon tr:e effect of sec lien 85(5) 

of Ordinance la of 3.955 (Cape), That prevision wts obviously 

intended for the protection of persons who like the plaintiff 

might be Involved in a collision with a vehicle making a u-turn, 

and/.....
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and Lt may be that ven ureunen’s breech cf the pr^vision could 

by itself amount to negligence (cf.- Ssnc and Co..Ltd. v* South 

African Railways end Herhoura, 19<8 (1) S./ . 230 ?t page 2^3 

end cases there cited). As applied to previsions dealing 

with road traffic the op'irsLÍon of the principle ilf-

flcultios, but If it is to be applied it aaems fairlj clear 

th^t there could h^ve ’ pen no accident had van 3rounon observed 

the requirements of th^ provision, end it wcu!3 seem tc fo^lcw 

that his failure tc observe it contributed to causing the Occi

dent. The fact that a similar sltuatiun might have arisen if 

van Oreunen had not been making a u-turn but had been entering 

a gateway in the x
/ western pavement docs net seem tc me to axiecu g} e question. 

It would only shuv that tie statutory provision old not cover 

all the cases in which a rlght-hend turn mio^t create or In^ 

tie 
creose/jc^gcr of a collision.

fib lie In my vlet’ van (ireu^un iQs 

negligent I do not ogrue with van der H1ET ». that too p.uait- 

tigf ws not negligcrt. I ti-lnk that olchvUg’" ed no reason 

to street a road block of the kiEd tbet ha encountered he stould 

have couo out from behind the Bay bus mcre cautiously. He ^as 

negligent In not doing so and his negligees contributed to the 

„ , T. rrv v^w a case of combinedcausing of the accident. It was >n my 

noglig^nc a/......
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negligence leading to the collision*

It is difficult to compare ths degrees 

of fault in relation lc the damage in th** circumstances of this 

case* Van Greunen’s negligence v/es In e way less obvious than 

that of the plaintiff, though in my view it wea no less certain

ly present* On the other hand, having regard to the blocking 

effect of making an inopportune turn wltk so large a vehicle, 

van Greunen!s blameworthiness was serious* I culd be dïsjpcsec 

to allow the appeal to the extent of bolding that the damages 

should have been apportioned on the basis that the plaintiff 

should only have recovered half the damages awsWed, with tfce 

costs of suit* Tho appellant company would be entitled to 

the costs of appeal* , a
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J U D G K ENT

I.ULAN J. A. The respondent was the plaintiff In

an action Instituted in the Port Elizabeth Circuit Local Division 

In which-he claimed damages from the appellant, a company regis

tered under the Motor Vehicle^ Insurance Act No. 28 of 1942, as 

the insurer^ of a certain motor-bus which was involved in a co 1*- 

llslon with the plaintiff who was driving a motor-bicycle* The 

case was tried before Van der RIET !♦, who awarded the plaintiff 

damages tn the sum of £3373. 11» 3 with costs.

The dispute lies within very narrow 

limits and the circumstances which gave rise to it will be briefs 

ly set out* The collision occurred in Uitenhage Street, Port 

Elizabeth. This street is divided into two sections separated 

by/.....  
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by a bicycle track, one section carrying vehicular traffic travel 

ling from north to south and the other traffic raving in the op

posite direction* The bus and the motor-bicycle were travelling

from north to south and we are thus primarily concerned with the 

eastern section a» the width of which, measured from the left

hand side kerb to the edge of the bicycle track,Is 30 feet.

The evidence indicates that In additioi 

to vehicles perked at the kerb traffic^travcl^^ abreast in

two lanes, although these lanes do not appear actually to haVo 

been demarcated by white lines or otherwise* The bicycle tri)ck at 

the scene of the accident is 9 ft. 10 inches wide and is raised 

8 inches above the level of the street, presumably with the object 

of preventing street traffic from encroaching thereon. The tracks 

are not continuous as at various points openings have boon leftj

conveniently sloping ramps running from both directions toward; 

the middle of the openings, thus gradually reducing the height of 

the tracks from 8 Inches to the level of the street. The length 

of each ramp measured along the slope is 10 feet and the distance 

between the top of the one ramp to the top of the other is 48 feel 

thus leaving an opening of 28 feet In width at street level. Xt 

is common cause that the Collision occurred approximately -n tne 

middle of such an opening, shortly after 5 o!clock in t e after

noon/. .. .. .



-noon which was a "peak” period with a largo volume of traffic 

moving simultaneously along both sectlcn^of the street.

Shortly before the collision the bus 

concerned, hereinafter referred to as the tramway bus^, v^b 

driven by one van Greunen and was travelling along the eastern 

section followed by another bus, referred to as the Bay bus^ 

which was in turn followed by the plaintiff* Each bus wag $ feet 

wide and 26 feet 9 Inches long* The Bay bus was travelling about 

a bus length behind the Tramway bus, and the plaintiff, on fyis 

motorcycle was about the same distance behind the Bay bus. The 

plaintiff was riding along a line to the left of the centre of 

the Bay bus and was not visible to ven Greunen.

The Tramway bus was a special bus 

which was on its way to take on board passengers at a factory on 

the western side of the street. The entrace to the factory pro

mises is Immediately opposite the opening in the cycle track,end 

the bus stop at which the passengers were to be picked up was 49 

feet to the north and on the western side of the road. It wts 

van Greunen1s intention to pass through the opening from the 

eastern portion to the western, end th^re to complete a turn 

which would bring him, facing northward, to the place where the 

passengers were to be taken on beard. This operation involved a 

movement to the right in the eastern portion of the road to bring 

the bus near to the cycle track, nnd, when the opening was reach- 
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-ed, a further inclination to the right to take the bus through 

the opening. At that stage the bus would become a potential dan

ger to north bound traffic on the western portion, and van Grouper 

might be obliged to stop his bus in tue opening until a suitable 

opportunity to complete the turn should present itself»

The evidence was# and It was not dis-’ 

puted; that when he was at a cvnoloerable distance from open

ing van Greunen extended the indicator on the right side of the 

hue to signal his Intention to turn into the opening.He looked 

□ t the roarview mirror on tl.e right of the bus end did not ob

serve any traffic which might overtake him on the right. He lookec 

at the mirror cn the left of the bus and saw the Bay bus but not 

the plaintiff on his motorcycle. He satisfied himself that the 

driver of the Bay bus had seen his signal and be drew to the. 

right, towards the kerb of the cycle track* The driver of the 

Bay bus diminished speed and drew to his left. It woe accepted 

by the learned judge in the court below that for a distance tf 

some 45 paces from the point of Impact the Tramway bus travel

led about 4 feet frdm the kerb of the cycle track with its right 

hand indicator extended. The bus was 8 feet wide, so that it was 

then occupying 12 feet of the roadway* The line of the Bay bus 

was about 4 feet to the left of that of the Tramway bus, end It 

therefore occupied another 12 feet. The rest of the roadway was 

taken/.....
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taken up by cars parked on the left or east side of the road* 
। 

At this stage the plaintiff was still riding behind tho Baybus, 

and coulc not bestK seen by van Greunen* As he approached the open 

*lng in the cycle track van C-reunen again looked in his mirrors* 

Ho saw nothing coming from behind his right side, and on his left 

ho saw that the Bay bus was conforming to his movement and was 

”easlng off” to the left» He reduced his speed to about 5 ntlles 

an hour and then turned Into the opening* When tho front of the 

bus was just entering the western portion of the road, and when 

the left front wheel was at the north edge of the southern ramp 

of the cycle track, van Greunen stopped his bus» Immediately 

after he had stopped there was an Impact, and he found that tho 

plaintiff had run into the side of his bus on the right hand side 

at a point about a third of the way from the front of the bu$» 
I

The collision occurred In the opening» 
I 

As I have said, at the moment .of

Impact the bus was stationary - It had just stopped» Fart of the 

i i
body of the bus was diagonally across the opening, the rest was 

projecting into the eastern portion cf the road,1 n . s

To that ostont 

the read was blocked* The exact amount by which the bus projects 

ed is not known, but there was a gap between the rear end of the 

bus and the cars parked on the left, wide enough for the Bay bus 

to/....* *
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to pass between the stationary Lus and t^ose cars. At the moment 

of impact that gap was not yet closed. The driver of the Eay bus 

said that he was about 6 yards from the Tramway bus when thd im

pact occurred and that there would have been room for the plain

tiff to pass between the two vehicles; but It is,clear that it 

would have been dangerous for him to have attempted to do so. The 

gap was closing and 1^ the plaintiff had attempted to stop be

tween the two vehicles he might have been arushed. For practical 

purposes, therefore, at the moment of impact the plaintiff’s path 

wag blocked.

The plaintiff, who suffered from 

concussion and consequent amnesia, wag unable to give an account 

of what he did at the final stage. His evidence was that he was 

riding southwards behind the Bay bus. He had a pillion passenger 

who did not sit still and at one stage he turned his head to 

speak to him; nevertheless he kept his eyes on the road In front 

of him. As he approached the bus atop at pcint 

wiilch is 49 feet from he noticed
A

that the bus In front of him seemed to slow down, because the dis* 

tence between him and the bug seemed to decrease; he was then; a 

car’s length or two cars’ lengths behind the bus* Ho thought that 
cvwcL ta 

the bus might be going to stop pick up passengers at the bus 

stop, and he decided to swerve to his right end pass it. before 

he/......
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he swerved he had pot seen the Tramway bus, so ho was not a^are 

of Its presence on the road; he says that he did not expect to 

come across a bus ahead of him that had been turned across the 

road. Ee remembers swerving to his right to pass the Bay bus,but
I 

remembers nothing more; he does not remember seeing the Tramway

bus at all.

The plaintiff’s evidence is of lit

tle assistance, but there Is other evidence which gives a better 

picture of what occurred. The witness Alfred like who was the con

ductor of ths Bay bus was sitting at the back of his bus. Fe saw 

the plaintiff on his motorcycle, with a pillion passenger,rising 

about a bus length behind the Bay bus. Ee looked to the front and 

saw the Tramway bus entering the opening in the cycle track* 

While he was looking at that bus he heard the motorcycle pass the 

back of the Bay bus. Eli evidence is as follows:*

”Q. When you saw this bus you say entering the opening did you 

hear something ?
A. I heard the noise of a motor bike.

Q, Was It different from the noise the motorbike had been making 

before ?
A. Yes it was different.

Q. Hoe different ? What was the nature of the difference ?

A* It made a noise different to that which It mokes when it or

dinarily runs; this time it roared.

Q. And then did you look anywhere ?

A. I then looked at the bus I had seen in front.

Q. You locked at the bus and you heard a roar.Where did you look?

A.I looked at the next bus.
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Q. What did you see ?
A. I saw a motorbike pass with two passengers. I saw the motor

bike overtake our bus. Then 1 noticed that he jerked back because 

he got a shock when he saw the bus in front of him suddenly.

Q. When he came first along where was he looking when he started 
your

to overtake the bus. Where was he looking ?

A. I cannot judt say.
Q. Then you say he suddenly jerked was he still alongside the 

side of your bus or was he in front of it ?

A. It was just when be was passing our bus.

Q. When he jerked like this what happened ?

A. I noticed he was trying to swerve.

Q. Which way ?
A. To the right.
Q.What happened then ?
A. He could not swerve and escape it because in front there were 

cars blocking the way and the bus was also blocking the way* 

Q. What did he do ?

A. He bumped against the bus.
Q. When he bumped against the bus where was the bus ?

A. It was just when the bus was going on this lane where thë 

bicycles ride. ”

The driver of the Bay bus sal^ that

he was driving behind the Tramway bus* He had observed van 

Greunen's signal and realised that van C-reunen was going to turn 

into the opening. In order to pass on the east side of the Tram* 

way bus he slackened speed and drew to his left. He saw the:

Tramway bus enter the opening and estimates that he was then 

about 20 paces behind the Tramway bus* He then heard and saw 

the/...... 



the plaintiff is motorcycle; he says "the motor cycle came rushing 

"past and it bumped into the tramway bus ” which had now turned 

into the opening* Y/hile the plaintiff had beer passing the1 Bey 

but, that bus had moved fefward and the gap between the two vehic- 

les had closed to 6 paces at the moment of impact.

An important piece of evidence wajs 

given by Mrs Renison* This witness was standing on the side path 

on the east side of the eastern portion of Uitenhage road at1 a 

point 25 feet north of the bus stop A* The bus stop is 49 fept 

from a point opposite the point of impact, so she was standing 

74 feet from that point. She saw the Bay bus and the plaintiff 

riding behind it on his motorcycle; he was about a bus length be

hind and to the left rear of the bus. She saw the plaintiff turnI

his head to speak to his pillion passenger and after an interval 

which was not "very short” he swerved to his right. He overtook 

the Bay bus and passed from the wítnessJ€tó view. Mrs Renison said 

that at the time when the plaintiff passed out of her sight tjie 

Batj bus was more or less opposite her. It is clear from I-rs 

Renison’s evidence that when the plaintiff disappeared from h0r 

view he was approximately 74 feet from the point of impact* 
। 

must have moved to the right sufficiently to clear, the Bay bus; 

before he reached that point and he must have had an unlmpededi 

view of the road in front and of the Tramway bus for more that

74/.....
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74 feet before he reached the point of Impact» Had he looked, 

the plaintiff would have seen the Tramway bus, which wag still 

signalling its Intention to turn before he reached the Bay bus» 

The plaintiff evidently did not see it until it was too late» He 

then tried, unsuccessfully, to pass the Tramway bus on its right, 

and the collision took place»

The question that has to be decided is 

whether the plaintiff has proved that van Creunen was negligent, 

that is, that van Greunen was in breach of a duty of care towards 

the plaintiff»

The case made on the plaintiff* s be

half is that as he emerged from behind the Bay bus he came face to 

face with a situation which placed him in Imminent danger and de

manded an instantaneous decision to extricate himself. He thus 

swerved to the right in the opening but was una’cle to avoid the 

collision» He attributes the creation of the emergency to vari 

Greunen*s turning into the opening without taking the necessary 

precautions tu safeguard the rights and safety of following traf

fic.

The particulars of Van Greunen*s 

negligence se* out in tl.» ^deration ere s- 

"(ajhe filled to keep a p^per look-out;

(b)he turned to t’fA .right in front of the plaint iff i3 rctor 

bicycle
(D/...
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(l)at an inopportune moment; ,

(li)w>flthout assuring himself that he could so turn without 

endangering tha plaintiff; 
I 

(lii)without giving any or adequate signal of bis intention to 

turn# alternatively without satisfying himself that the 

plaintiff had observed and was responding to the said 

signal;
(lv)he turned the said motor bus in c^ncravantion of section 

30(3) of the Road Traffic Ordinance lio. 19 of 1955. fi 
evt C^cJL.

1 shall dea^with the silent ion. of 
-r^ A o1

negligence based on a contravention of the Ordinance, upon which
I 

the learned judge a quo comments as follows i- 
।

«It is quite clear that a breach of th*5 R%ulatlone Is not per sa 

an act of negligence. But in my view a driver In a public road 
is entitled to assume that other drivers ,,rlll conform bo the traf' 

fie regulations In force in that area, though he must always be 

prepared to avoid, if possible the Inevitable and none too rare 

law-breaker. ” . ,

Section 30(3) cf Ordinance Iio.19 
( I

of 1955 provides :*

lfNo person shall turn a Vehicle,ot>er than a vehicle propelled by 

hand, on a public road .in an urban area so as to fees in & cirec- 
I 

tlon opposite to that in which it was facing l-miedJately before 
the making of the turn,except where the road on which he is travel 

‘-ling Is a cul-de-sac or the roadway Is clear of moving vehicular 

traffic for at least one hundred yards to each side of the place 
where the turn is to be made! provided that no such turn shall be 

I 
made at an intersection. ”

I shall follow the convenient course

fefeowd/.... * * 
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adopted during the argument before us of referring to this pro

vision as a prohibition against making a u-turn* Assuming, with

out deciding, that the manoeuvre upon which van Greunen had. 

embarked was a u-turn which contravened the above-cited provisions 

of the Ordinance, 1 do not think that the plaintiff derives any 

assistance therefrom. For, apart from the fact that plaintiff 

gave no evidence that, being aware of this provision,he regulated 

his conduct upon the assu/mptlon that van Greunen would observe 

it, van GreunenTs postulated breach of the Ordinance had, in my 

opinion, no direct bearing upon the Issue of negligence in rela

tion to the collision. For van Greunen would have acted no dlf- 

ferently had he Intended merely to drive across the western half 

of Vltenhage Street. This van Greunen was clearly entitled to do, 

and no question of any breach of the above-cited provision of the 

Ordinance would arise. That is to say, the postulated circum

stance that van Greunen was engaged In a u-turn is,quoad the Issui 

of negligence, an/ Irrelevant circumstance* Van Greunen had, In 

the manner described above,already given fu??. warning of his in 

tent Ion to change the direction of his progress.

The learned judge a quo sums up his 

conclusions on the other allegations of negligence as follows'!- 

"On this evidence the sole question Is whether he was justified 

In assuming that there was no vehicle behind the second bus 
which/.....  
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which might be endangered by his turn.
It appears that the second bus was travelling not far beplnd 

the Tramway bus, with the plaintiff following approximately’ a bus 

length or 27 feet behind the second bus. The driver of the Second 
bus saw the Tramway bus signal to turn, and states that he J;new 

that this was the practice of this' bus» So he slowed down 8$d 

pulled to the left to pass the Tramway bus on its left* He 
appeared certain that there were a number of cars parked on the 

eastern curb. His margin of safety behind the Tramway bus was 
therefore extremely narrow and required a diminishing spe^d and 

care» The eastern side of the road was 30 feet in width, the 
Tramway bus was approximately four fee$ from the cycletrack,each 

bus was 8 feet in width, and there were cars parked on their left.
The inclining of the second bus to the left was visible to the 

Tramway bus and according to the driver was seen. The slowing up 

could therefore have been seen also ana the driver could and 
should have realised that any vehicle behind the second bus would 

Inevitably have turned to the right to pass the second bus ap it 

lawfully might do*
In my view there Core the Tramway bus driver was not entitled 

to Ignore the possibility that there might be a vehicle behlhd 

the second bus, whose way would be completely blocked by his 

turn in Its path. M

I understand tie learned judgie 

to find that when the plaintiff swerved in order to pass the Bay 

bus be found himself face to face with a sudden emergency created 

by the Tramway bus in turning across the line of advance of t[he 

plaintiff and that the latter endeavoured to avoid the consequen

ces of van Greunen1 s negligence by turning into the opening slid 

thus collided with the Tramway bus.

In order to attain a reasonably

clear/.....
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clear picture as to whether or not plaintiff was, In consequence 

of van Greunen’s conduct, confronted with s sudden and unexpected 

situation. It will be necessary to refer again to the various 

positions of the vehicles, the distances which separated the^w and 

the approximate speeds at which they were respectively travel

ling at the moment when the plaintiff swerved to, the right ýrom 

behind the Bay bus. The plaintiff commenced his swerve to the 

right in obedience to an indication by the Bay bus driver that he 

intended to move across to the left* The driver of the Bay bus 

was adapting himself to a signal by the Tramway bus that It was 

Inclining to the right. At that stage the Tramway bus was about 

20 paces ahead of the Bay bus and the plaintiff at least a bbs 

length or 27 feet behind the latter# The plaintiff was then con

siderably more then 74 feet from the point of impact and I b£se 

this conclusion upon the evidence of Urs Renlson, referred to 

above apd which Is accepted by the learned judge a quo * The 

plaintiff was directly opposite her when he disappeared behind 

the Bay bus* As he had to pass the beck of the Bey bus before he 

disappeared from ?Irs. Renlson1 s view, he must have commenced his 

swerve at a point which is appreciably further from the point of 

Impact than 74 feet»

Assuming in favour of the plaintiff 

that he was travelling at anproxlnctely 25 miles per hour and

the/**♦•*•
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the Trainway bus at approximately 5 miles per hour and that he ob

tained an unobstructed view of the street In front of him at a 

point even 75 feet from t^e point of 1 pact, the plaintiff vpould 

cover this distance of 75 feet while the Tfamway bus travelled 

15 feet. Again accepting that the Tramway bus was at the time of 

the collision approximately In the position indicated on the plan 

rvcLcb-tlc-v-v "to 'Z A
it had travelled about 15 feet b-efo^e the mnymsnt of hapa at * Two 

Inferences clearly flow from these undlsputable facts» Firstly, 

the distance intervening between the plaintiff and the rear of 

the Tramway bus, at the time when the plaintiff swerved, was at 

least 60 feet and its presence could consequently not have placed 

the plaintiff in a dêlemma if he had kept his motorcycle under 

proper control and had kept a proper look-out. Secondly, If, as 

Is suggested, the plaintiff swerbed In an attempt to avoid the 

Tramway bus Immediately after moving ïrom behind the Bay bus, It 

is Inconceivable that the collision could have occurred at the 

point at which it admittedly occurred and he would, moreover, have 

struck the rear of the Tramway bus and not its side- In addition, 

the Tramway bus must have commenced its turn into the opening1 at 

the moment when the plaintiff emerged from behind the Bay bus 

which, In the absence of explanation^makes the contention equally 

unacceptable-

It was arg a cd at the Bar Tilth 

some/..•-•• 
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some vigour that, in executing the turning movement, the Tramway- 

bus suddenly and to a considerable degree increased its encroach- 

ment upon the portion of the street which lay immediately lh front 

d?rect 
of the plaintiff and that it thus completely obstructed hls/llne 

of advance. There is no evidence that the Tramway bus swung out 

to its left before inclining to its right to enter the opening.

The bus occupied some 12 feet of the roadway when it was travel

ling parallel to the cycle track» If It did not moVb to the left 

before inclining to the right, there was no additional encroach

ment on that account. Some small additional encroachment would 

be caused by the movement of the end of the bus as It pivoted 

on its back wheels while the bus was being turned to the rigirt. 

The evidence, however, was that the movement would not cause much 

encroachment. Moreover, the forward movement of the bus intp the 

opening would tend to compensate for additional encroachment of 
I 

that kind. It has not been shown that the turning of the bust 

caused anv material additional encrcochment on the road* T^e 

evidence does not support the contention that there was a sudden 

encroachment^ Apart from the undisputed evidence that the Tram

way bus was travelling at 5 miles per hour, It was physically im

possible to turn so cumbrous s vehicle with such a long wheelbase 

suddenly. It is clear that there would have been a very gradual, 

and only momentary, Increase In the encroachment, which was esti

mated at 3 to 4 feet, a comparatively negligible Increase. $he 
a ng 1 §/... ♦ . .
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angle of inclination of the bus eway from its direct line of pro

gress must, of necessity, have been acu^Q/ which would n°V6 en

abled ordinarily vigilent users of the road following the Tram*- 

way bus to adapt themselves in a relatively leisurely waY tq the 

manoeuvre» The picture, which counsel attempted to present, of 

the plaintiff being suddenly confronted by 0n ”iron curtain” from 

which escape was impossible, appears to me ka more fanciful than 

real.

But on the assumption that suph a 

situation could be imagined to have arisen, the Tramway bus pust 

have been travelling parallel to the cycle track at tne time wnen 

the plaintiff swerved from behind the Bay bus# Such an assumption 

does not make the position of the plaintiff any stronger» The 

fact is inescapable that the Tramway bus was travelling 3 to 4 

feet from the edge of the cycle track end it was the height of 

felly to attempt to overtake and pass so cumbrous a vehicle In so 

circumscribed a space» No vehicle as a rule proceeds In an ab

solutely straight line and it should have been apparent tc even 

the most unobservant motorist following the Tramway bus that only 

a very slight inclination to the right would crush him against the 

cycle tracks If a motorist chooses to act in such reckless disre

gard of bls own safety, the resulting emergency is of his own 

creation and he will be solely to blame for the conseoucnces»

TV...
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It Is said that van Greunen should have 

satisfied himself that there was no ether vehicle approaching fron 

behind the Bay bus before he commenced to turn to the right into 

the opening.- he had at that stage extended his indicator apd had, 

observed that the Bay bus was responding to this signal and on ( 

looking at the right hand side of his bus he sav/ no ether traffic 

approaching from behind. There was no reasonable probability 

that any attempt would be made to pass him on the right by reason 

of the narrowness of the gap and the fact that the extended in

dicator was clearlj7 visible. It had to bis knowledge been obser

ved by the Bay bus and would presumably be observed by any over

taking motorist who took the trouble tv look In that direction 

and had the slightest regard for his own safety.

As van Greunen had taken every pre

caution in regard to following traffic, it was, in my opinion, his 

duty before he commenced to turn# to direct his attention to the 

possibility of danger threatening from (l)trafflc cn his left 

moving In the same direction, (2)users of the cycle track, (v) 

bicycles actually in the opening and (4) traffic moving along1 the 

western section of the street. He owed a prior duty to such traf

fic and was obliged at that stage to concentrate upon It. To hold 

that he should in addition take precautions against possible rock- 

less overtaking motorists suddenly emerging from behind the Bay

bus/......
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bus would, in my opinion, be to piece too high a duty upon him.

A rxitori st is not an insurer^ of the safety of ether users of the 

road* He may act upon reasonable assumptions end is called; upon 

to take precautions against reasonably forsoeatle contingencies 

only. Even If van "ruunen had seen the plaintiff travelling bo*- 

hind the Bay bus he could not ~ave been expected to foresee that 

tho plaintiff would make so hazardous a movement 8i?4 he In fact / 

did make* In my opinion, van Greuncn was not guilty of negligence 

at any stage and he should be completely absolved from responsi

bility for the collision» He had tlmeously signalled his in

tention to turn in the only possible way, Viz* by extending the 

indicator, he had at the appropriate time and place looked ipto 

the right hand rearview mirror and seen no approaching traffic, 

he had reduced his speed preparatory to turning and, finally, he 

was travelling so slowly and so near the edge of the cycle tj'acK 

that no overtaking should have/ been attempted. His Inclination 

into the opening In the circumstances was slow and gradual and he 

was entitled to assume that it would be observed*

Dec Is lens dealing with the duty 

of motorists when movin,; across the line of advance of following 

traffic and of traffic travelling In the opposite direction were 

cited at the Bar* appears from the review of these cases by 

DOWLING J* in Regina v. filler (1957 (3)S.A .44), the decisions are 

far from harmonlo^3* re particularly in relation U the extent 
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of the duty owed to traffic behind him by a motorist, who proposes 

to turn to bis right. In Rex v.* CronheIm (1952 T.P.D.Be) ÍREE1;- 

LERG J. expressed the view that it is the motorists duty, in re* 

lation to following, as well as oncoming, traffic, to endeavlcur 

to ascertain whether i is signal of his intention to turn to his 

right has been observed. In Rex v* Fratees (1952 C.P.D* 503) 

WATERuEYER J* stated that when a motorist has given a reasonable 

signal that he is ^oiiig to turn, "he is entitled to assume that 

"the traffic behind him has seen that signal*" These divergent 

opinions have been variously followed Ln the Provincial divisions, 
kowrO**-* j

I find itx unnecessary to embark on any closer ez&mlna*

tion of those decisions because none of them directly strikes the 

dispute before us. For, even if the more exacting view of GR|EE1<- 

BERG J* be adopted, in the present case van Graunen satisfied him

self that the Bay bus had observed, and accommodated Itself tb, 

hie signalled Intention to proceed to idea h! s right* In my 

opinion, none of the abovement toned decisions support the view 

that it was, in addition, van Greunen1s duty to oefer his turp

5until he hcd nrde certain that possible unseen traffic,travelling 

behind and obscured by the Bay bus, had also observed his signal-' 

led intention/ to proceed to his right* And, as I have already in

dicated, I do not consider that, in the circumstances of the qase, 

ven Creunen*s legal duty to traffic behind him required him toi 

contemplate/*....

T.P.D.Be
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contemplate the contingency that somebody who was possibly travel

-ling as plaintiff was in fact travelling - behind the Bny 

Lus and wholly obscured by it wcula suddenly^ and without first 

ascertaining whether the coast was clear, attempt to pass the 

ijay bus*

Ths plaintiff stated in &ls evidence 
I 

that he suffered from amnesia caused by the shock of the impact 

and that he was unable to recoils ct what happened after he had 

swerved from behind the Bay bus* What actuated him. in his extra

ordinary conduct must, if possible, be inferred from the ether 

evidence* He does not in his evidence complain of being faced 

with a sudden emergency but, in any eventj it is abundantly clear 

that no emergency was created by the Tramway bus*: T&® only 

reasonable conclusion at which I can arrive is that, in over

taking and passing the Bay bus, he deliberately embarked on a 

course of conduct which was from the very onset fraught with* 

grave danger and which,not/ unexpectedly, ended in disaster* ■ 

Immediately before the Bay bus inclined to the left the plaintiff 

was travelling behin 1,bllndM in relation to the traffic on hl|s 

right front and it was his clear duty to exercise fgreat cautxqn 

In emerging from behind it. It wss at this stage that ne ad

mittedly opened his throttle,thus accelerating at a time when he_ 

should/.....



should have satisfied himself that there was no obstruction in 

his direct line of advance» I am satisfied that in the fipal I 

stages he travelled st an excessive speed and failed to ko4p a 
, I

proper lookí-out* He failed,tImeously or at all, to observe the 

extended indicator and the turning movement of the Tramway bus, 

and, moreover, obviously disregarded the contingency that the 

Tramway bug, travelling close to the cycle track with the íhdl^ 

cator extended, might Incline to the right in the opening fpr the 

purpose of avoiding and/or passing traffic on its left moving in 

the same direction* That the plaintiff succeeded in avoiding 

the Tramway bus until he reached the opening and. that then,'with 

the clear space to his r ight, he collided with It, is incomprenen 

-sible except on the supposition that he was grossly negligent*

In my opinion the appeal succeeds 

with costs and the judgment cf the court a qu$> is altered t* 

one of absolution from the Instance with costs*

Uesiprs, jUu.

Ogilvie Thompson, J.A. /

Rsmsbottom, JJ;, |


